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"Where are you from?" 

A common and easy question to ask a stranger you meet unexpectedly at a party. Where are you 

from....I never know how to answer. Usually, I quip, "Tell me a year and I'll tell you where I 

was." This often leads to sudden silence. 

My bio says Kansas, but I wasn't born in Kansas. I was born in San Francisco, but I didn't grow 

up there. By the time I was five, I'd birthed in San Francisco, moved to Kansas, returned to San 

Francisco, south to Arkansas, back to Kansas. And then I started school. Life slowed for a few 

years, but then I married a soldier and went off to see more of the world. 

Most of my life consists in moments; for a moment I was here, then there and there and there, 

leading to change. The life-changing moments, the big ones, are like a trail of fat, shiny pearls, 

luminous in themselves, yet linked. Oddly enough, they lead to the front window of this house 

where I sit in an upstairs corner room with a view, writing. 

The lightning-fast changes, moving somewhere – to Europe, Mexico, to New York, Los Angeles, 

the Caribbean, California, New Mexico, Kansas, back and forth across the world every three 

years or so, acted more like tumbleweeds than pearls. Fortunately, one of my early moments 

came from reading Doris Lessing’s The Golden Notebook. I decided to keep a journal. So at least 

I’ve kept track of where I was when. Much of the time, I fought for political change or emotional 

change, or just change. 

In Germany, from reading Sometimes a Great Notion, and in a sudden moment, I decided to stop 

battling for political change, and instead, change the world one person at a time beginning with 

me. That led to divorce and a move to Kansas and full-time college. In Kansas, in another 

moment, I decided to quit battling to be a visual artist and became an actress. A few years later, 

in Mexico, I decided to quit battling to be an actress. 

In Washington D.C., I quit battling to open a restaurant and instead accepted an invitation from 

my sister to live in Hawai'i; and in Hawai'i, I stopped battling my son’s request to move to 

Georgia and help him raise his son, my grandson.  

In Georgia, I just stopped battling. I read a lot, became room-mother for a kindergartener, and 

trailed across a small college campus that felt like home. So much like home, I went into the 



dean’s office, asked if there were any openings, and he said, “A funny thing just happened.” It 

seems the English tutor had quit. Could I tutor English? I could, I said, and told him I’d taught 

English as a foreign language in Mexico City and in Washington D.C. 

Well. There I was. Tutoring English at a small community college. My next step, I knew, was 

getting an advanced degree so I could move out of tutoring and into teaching. I spent 

considerable time checking out colleges in Georgia and Alabama. Nothing called. And then a 

moment arrived: I went to the neighborhood library to request an inter-library loan for a Natalie 

Goldberg book and the librarian said, funny thing, he’d just read it, and he loaned me his copy. 

In Long Quiet Highway, Goldberg writes about leaving home to go to St. John’s College in Santa 

Fe, New Mexico. The voice in my head, the momentary one that prods and commands, said, 

“Well get up and call. If you don’t call now, you’ll forget.” I got up and called. 

The woman I talked to at St. John’s asked if by any chance I taught college, and I said I tutored 

remedial English at a community college. Did that count? She said she thought it did. And then 

she said, “A funny thing just happened. We received this huge grant for college teachers to come 

here this summer. Why don’t you apply? Sounds like God’s telling you to come.” 

Now there's a moment. 

That was in April. In June, I arrived in Santa Fe to enter the St. John’s Graduate Program. 

In Santa Fe, I searched for a spiritual community, went to visit a small, independent church, and 

saw the bishop bless in the name of God Father/Mother. My mouth fell open. I graduated from 

St. John’s, entered seminary, earned another degree and ordination, my mentor and I fell in love, 

and five years later we married, moved to Kansas City, and began looking for a house. None of 

that was as easy as a one-sentence line, of course, but we got here. And here we sit. In a 1920s-

built house that looks suspiciously like a house I once lived in as a child before my father died 

and half the house where my husband grew up in a neighborhood of row houses. 

He was born in Baltimore six weeks premature on the same day and nearly the same hour as my 

father was dying in Kansas as if in some shadowy corner, a voice shouted, “Janet’s in trouble! 

You better get there.” The getting took more than forty years. 

Now. The question remains: which was the original pearl, the moment that began the link that 

came to here, the upstairs room with a view? What pushes anyone to go rolling through life, or 

not rolling, staying put, building with stable blocks rather than a breadcrumb trail of pearls? 

When I first entered high school and everyone began talking about what they wanted to do after 

graduation, I didn’t know, couldn’t imagine myself going sixty miles north to Lincoln, Nebraska, 



and working as a secretary. All I could see in my mind’s eye was a house, a picket fence. 

Prosaic, yes, but that’s what I saw: a home, children. Stable blocks. 

So I married young and had children young and traveled the world as a military wife, taking 

college classes when I could, working with art and community theatre when I could. And then I 

divorced and went to college and graduated and became a professional film actress and traveled 

to California and New York and Mexico. And kept looking for the picket fence enclosed home.  

When my husband and I walked up the driveway to peer through a big picture window in this 

nearly century old house, we were just looking. Sunlight spread across a hardwood floor and a 

staircase led upstairs. We turned to look at each other and we both knew: it looked like home. 

We bought it. 

And then, two years later in a 21st Century story of economic ruin and children moving home, 

my oldest son came to live; and then, a few years later, my second son and daughter-in-law when 

their son, my grandson, married. 

We don’t have a picket fence, more a tightly slatted privacy fence around the backyard; and the 

house? It looks like the kind of house you’d put on a drawing: two stories, peaked roof, a door, 

two windows, a tree out front, and “Honey! I’m home!” scrawled across the bottom. 

But then, another moment arrived, and we constructed a small house on the family farm, an 

1800s original homestead, now planted to native prairie, and where we retreat whenever we can 

leave the city. I look out of that window and watch tallgrass wave as if some whisper of promise, 

some unknown spirit of the land called this see-far woman to re-invent herself again.   

Here runs my string of pearls – through sky and wind and land and the cycles of seasons. And 

trembling dew in a grass spider’s web. Ephermal anchors for a woman who wanders, and yet, 

they hold tight. And the pearls grow another layer of glistening life. 

But then, Cliff’s from Baltimore; I’ve lived all over. We both like oysters. See? There’s that, too. 

 

The End 

 

 

 


